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GUIDE FOR GUESTS WITH DISABILITIES
This guide leaflet has been designed to ensure that you have a safe and enjoyable day at Blackgang Chine and 
Robin Hill. We would like all our guests to have a pleasant visit to our parks and to enjoy as many of our 
attractions as possible. 

This guide gives details of Ride restrictions, attractions access and any requirements for helpers to 
accompany guests. This should enable you to assess your own abilities and make an informed decision about 
which attractions you are able to, or wish to use.

STATEMENT ON PUBLIC SAFETY FOR DISABLED PEOPLE
Members of the British Association of Leisure Parks, Piers and Attractions (BALPPA), welcome visits by disabled people and 
will do all that is practical to ensure a safe and pleasurable stay. 
Some of our rides are physically demanding and vigorous. After reading the safety notices at the start of these rides and 
watching them in operation, all visitors are invited to discuss the abilities required to use the rides safely with the park duty 
manager. Our operators reserve the right to refuse admission to any visitor if the risk identified by suitable assessment 
cannot be overcome.  
We have been advised by he Health and Safety Executive that refusal on the grounds of health and safety does not 
constitute discrimination.  

ADMISSION AREA, SHOPS AND CAFES
The admissions area is suitable for all users to gain access to the parks. Wheelchair users are welcome to ask for assistance 
when making purchases in our shops or cafes. Ramped access to cafes exist where necessary. Robin Hill’s Oasis Cafe has a 
narrow entrance. A bell-press exists to summon help from staff if required. Guide Dogs are always welcome in our parks.  
Unfortunately neither park currently has the facility to hire out wheelchairs or motorised transport to disabled visitors. 
Please make sure that if you require these mobility aids for your visit, that you make arrangements to bring them with you. 
A local hire service for such items is available at Island Mobility (Newport) on 01983 530000 in advance of your visit.

FIRST AID
Our First Aid points at both parks are adjacent to our main admission desks. Though we do not offer wheelchair hire, we 
can cater for a number of special needs, including the cold storage of medicines, recharging of electronic equipment and 
temporary care of left luggage etc. First Aiders are on duty everyday at both parks. 

TOILET FACILITIES
At Robin Hill there are disabled facilities at the main entrance as well as adjacent to the toboggan run in the valley. 
At Blackgang Chine, there are disabled facilities next to the hedge maze adjacent to Pirates’ Pantry, in Frontierland near La 
Cantina and in The Ship Ashore Tea rooms.

PARKING
For visitors in cars, we have Disabled Car spaces in our main car park adjacent to the pedestrian exits leading to our main 
entrance. If necessary, it is possible to stop outside the main entrance in order to allow disabled passengers to alight. Drives 
can then return their vehicles to the car park. 

For Blackgang mini-bus and coach visitors, the coach parking is directly adjacent to our main entrance. At Robin Hill this 
parking is approximately 300 meters away. Again, it is practical for disabled groups to alight next to the entrance before the 
vehicle returns to the appropriate park.

PATHS AROUND ROBIN HILL 
The park is set within 88 acres of down land and a wooded valley. This means that the route around the site is sloping in 
places with some steep gradients. The whole park is accessible by a wheelchair but some paths are gravel or grass based. 
We would recommend that disabled persons in wheelchairs have strong helpers with them.

PATHS AROUND BLACKGANG CHINE
The park is set on top of 400’ high cliffs overlooking the English Channel. The paths around the site are undulating with 
some paths as steep as 1:6. The paths have tarmac surfaces but we would recommend that wheelchair users have strong 
helpers with them. Electric powered chairs may find the dinosaur area and Frontierland too steep to enter without 
additional help with them.



ACCESS TO ROBIN HILL ATTRACTIONS
Because of their adventuresome nature, access to some of our attractions are limited.

1.  Time Machine Vigorous movement on ride requires upper body strength.
2.  Colossus Stairs to loading platform and motor muscles strength required.
3.  Cows Express Small step and gap from station platform onto train carriage. 
  Ride requires upper body control.
4.  Wooden Maze Stairs to viewing platform.
5.  Duck Down Play Village Narrow stairs to first floor of village buildings.
6.  Rabbit Run / Look Out Tower Ground level tubes suitable for crawling only. Stairs to platform. 
9.  Troll Island Bridges Swaying and narrow rope bridges over water. 
10.  Activity Course Rope climbs, agility balances and swings. 
11.  Hillbilly & Snake Slides Steep stairs to top of slides. Slides usage requires upper body control. 
14.  Toboggan Run Upper and lower motor muscle strength required. 
15.  Squirrel Tower Rope climb. 
16.  Treetop Adventure Trail Steep ramps and rope bridges etc.

Roman Interpretation Barn Short ramp into building
African Adventure Steep ramps, rope bridges, slides and swings etc.

ACCESS TO BLACKGANG ATTRACTIONS
Most of our attractions are suitable for all abilities and ages. However it is not practical to provide access to all of them 
due to the age of the attraction or its location. Restricted access applies to the following:

6.  Pirates’ Barrel Ride Restricted access subject to upper body control.
7.  Cliffhanger Roller Coaster Stairs access to loading platform and motor muscle strength required. 
8.  Waterforce Stairs access to loading platform and motor muscle strength required.
9.  World of Timber Stairs to upstairs exhibition.
12.  Jonah’s Whale Exit by tail is narrow.
15.  The Crooked House Stairway to entrance and exit Narrow passage ways.
18.  Smugglers’ Cave Wheeled access possible but passageways narrow and dark.
21.  Frontierland Stairs to Saloon balcony, stage coach and loco cab.
22.  Snakes and Ladders Ladder-style stairs to access slides. Slide usage requires upper body control. 
23.  Sleeping Beauty’s Castle Stairs to walkways and turrets with narrow passages.
24.  Smugglers’ Lugger Restricted access to upper decks. 
27.  Crossbones Adventure Play Stairs to some features, steep ramp climbs to others. 


